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• Abstract:
Cities, landscapes, places and spaces are multi-faceted organisms in which the physical manifestations of what we build is always entangled with the socio-political dynamics that are implied and taken for granted, stories that are told and histories that are remembered.

This paper reflects on the opportunities for teaching, learning and architectural design that arise from engaging those very stories and histories. I discuss the outcome of a recent beginning design studio that I conceived for CU Denver College of Architecture and Planning. Drawing from local history on the making of the American West, students worked with the stories and histories surrounding infamous cattle robber Billy the Kid. They tackled the question of what it means to be illegal or to exist on the border of the law, by writing a modern-day Billy character and by designing a parasitic space within the urban fabric of downtown Denver. The goal was to nudge students to imaginatively address delicate situations that presented themselves close at hand, in a city no stranger to gang violence and especially well acquainted with homelessness.

This interdisciplinary approach to teaching architecture is part of a broader research agenda. My twofold wager is that storytelling and literary constructions—whether chosen, found, and/or those that (future) architects write—can playfully propel the imagination in the process of design while also conscientiously engaging the complex matrix of politics, environment, human motivations, etc. that underscore every act of
design. The scope of this paper is to interrogate this twofold wager in light of the students' response to the prompt by examining the discoveries, oversights, surprises, affirmations and moments of resistance that emerged in the process. While the cross-pollination of design with storytelling is something I also explore in my design practice, nowhere are these questions more fruitfully asked—and tested—than in the context of design pedagogy.
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